
Subject: Using .NET components
Posted by emomartin on Tue, 21 Oct 2008 16:17:55 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear all,
I am a newbie what U++ concerns, and learning C++ is some years ago. However, it seems that
U++ is reason enough to reactivate some C++ skills.

So far I have no idea about the library structure in U++, how to integrate and use components
etc.. I have some experiences with Delphi and are wondering whether available .NET (or other?)
components can be used with U++.

Would it be possible to use a .NET component like SpreadSheetGear
(http://www.spreadsheetgear.com/) or TeeChart (http://www.teemach.com) in U++, and would this
be complicated? (I am aware that these components have some disadvantages like being bound
to Windows, and costing considerable money, however the advantages prevail). Maybe someone
has even experience with one of the mentioned components?

I am looking forward to receive some hints on these issues.
Thanks,
emomartin

Subject: Re: Using .NET components
Posted by mirek on Tue, 21 Oct 2008 16:55:39 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

emomartin wrote on Tue, 21 October 2008 12:17Dear all,
I am a newbie what U++ concerns, and learning C++ is some years ago. However, it seems that
U++ is reason enough to reactivate some C++ skills.

So far I have no idea about the library structure in U++, how to integrate and use components
etc.. I have some experiences with Delphi and are wondering whether available .NET (or other?)
components can be used with U++.

Would it be possible to use a .NET component like SpreadSheetGear
(http://www.spreadsheetgear.com/) or TeeChart (http://www.teemach.com) in U++, and would this
be complicated? (I am aware that these components have some disadvantages like being bound
to Windows, and costing considerable money, however the advantages prevail). Maybe someone
has even experience with one of the mentioned components?

I am looking forward to receive some hints on these issues.
Thanks,
emomartin
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Nobody ever tried. I am not sure it is even possible, but maybe, in theory, it is.

Mirek
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